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It is well known from the work of Cartan [1] and Thomas [2] that the local geometry
of a semi-Riemannian manifold, (M
n
; g), is uniquely determined up to isometries by the
curvature tensor and its covariant derivatives up to a nite order. This result, as suggested
by Brans [3] and further developed by Karlhede [4], may be used to provide a coordinate
independent characterization of gravitational elds in general relativity. Based on this idea,
Karlhede et al [5] observed that the eect of passage through the event horizon of the
Schwarzschild spacetime is exposed in the behavior of the simplest scalar invariant, jjrRjj
2
,
constructed from the rst covariant derivative of the curvature tensor. For the class of
4-dimensional static Einstein spacetimes, we show that this locally measurable invariant
yields signicant details of the local geometry: the invariant, jjrRjj
2
, contains a term which
vanishes if and only if the hypersurface orthogonal to the timelikeKilling vector eld is locally
conformally at; furthermore, the vanishing of this term implies that the hypersurface is
locally foliated by 2-dimensional integral manifolds of constant curvature, and the spacetime
itself is locally of type D or O (conformally at).
To x our notations, we recall that a spacetime (M
4
; g) is static [6] relative to an observer





















= 0 , for i = 1; 2; 3 and ;  = 0; 1; 2; 3. Here
@
0
is the timelike, twist-free Killing vector eld on (M
4
; g). Thus, (M
4
; g) may be locally
























is the Riemannian metric on the hypersurface
(3)
 , and the function f on
(3)










. Throughout this paper, lower case Latin indices will represent \spatial"
coordinates on
(3)
 so that i; j; k; l = 1; 2; 3. The Greek indices will denote spacetime
coordinates: ; ; ;  = 0; 1; 2; 3. The curvature tensor, Ricci tensor and scalar curvature
on
(3)












 , we also dene the Hessian
























is the gradient of f , and
^
r is the Levi-Civita connection on (
(3)
; h).
If the Einstein eld equations admit a static Einstein spacetime (M
4








R, equations (1.1), and
(1.2), allow a representation of its curvature tensor, R






and the Hessian of f , H
ij
































(trH) =  c, and
^
R = 2c [see section II and III]. Thus, the scalar
invariant, jjrRjj
2



















The quantities appearing in the above equation are locally measurable since they derive
from locally measurable components of the covariant derivative of the curvature tensor [5].






























where r is the Schwarzschild radial corodinate and r
s
the Schwarzschild radius. As noted in
[5], using the sign changing property of jjrRjj
2
, an observer can, in principle, determine by
local measurement the passage through the Schwarzschild horizon. It is the signicance of






for the local geometry of static Einstein spacetimes
that we wish to address in this paper.




R, the distinguished components, R
0ijk;0
, of the covariant













































































on the Riemannian 3-manifold, (
(3)
; h). Since f is nowhere zero in the domain of the




R, the tensor R
0ijk;0
























vanishes if and only if (
(3)
; h) is locally conformally at. The de Sitter and anti-de Sitter
spaces in static form as well as Bianchi vacuum solutions [8] in Class A which includes
3





vanishes. In particular, for Schwarzschild spacetime, the local measurement of
the scalar invariant, jjrRjj
2
, in (1.3) not only reveals the passage through the event horizon
but also the local conformal atness of the spacelike hypersurface, (
(3)
; h).
For further probing into the local geometry of a static Einstein spacetime, we consider a
domain of (
(3)




df) 6= 0 and hence, the 1-form df denes a local foliation of
(3)
. Integral manifolds of this foliation are spacelike hypersurfaces,
(2)
S, which are, locally,
f = constant surfaces in (
(3)






is the unit normal, and



















































. From this expression, we prove (see Proposition 2 in section III) that
R
0ijk;0















The above equation shows that N is an eigenvector ofH with the eigenvalue,H(N;N). Also,
vectors tangent to
(2)




This characteristic structure of H, actually species the spacetimeWeyl curvature operator,
and we nd that a static Einstein spacetime must be of type D or O if R
0ijk;0
= 0.









































= 0 then the corresponding structure of H and a straight forward application of
Gauss and Codazzi equations show that the foliating 2-surfaces,
(2)












with constant intrinsic curvature . Thus, a direct mesurement of R
0ijk;0
provides signicant






R be a static Einstein spacetime. (1) If R
0ijk;0
= 0, then the
spacetime is locally of type D or O, and
(3)
 admits local foliations by totally umbilic 2-
manifolds with constant intrinsic curvature. (2) Furthermore, the above condition, R
0ijk;0
=
0, is also necessary and suÆcient for
(3)
 to be locally conformally at.
In section II, we compute the components of the curvature tensor in a static spacetime,
and obtain an explicit formula for the invariant, jjrRjj
2
. The Main Theorem is proved in
section III. Finally, in section IV, we discuss possible generalizations of the Main Theorem.
4
II. THE CURVATURE INVARIANT, jjrRjj
2
, IN STATIC SPACETIMES























































, are the Christoel components on (
(3)
; h). Thus,
the second fundamental form of
(3)














r is the Levi-Civita connection on (
(3)
; h).










































= 0 ) R
0ijk











































































The Ricci tensor, R

, for the static spacetime (M
4
; g) is now expressed in terms of the

































The curvature tensor of a 3-dimensional semi-Riemannian manifold is completely deter-




, the curvature tensor of (
(3)












































































Remark 3. Since the extrinsic curvature of (
(3)
; h) is zero, the \spatial" components of
the curvature tensor for the spacetimeM
4












Thus, components of the curvature tensor for any static spacetime M
4
can be expressed
































































































































































AND THE LOCAL GEOMETRY OF STATIC EINSTEIN SPACETIMES
A static Einstein spacetime, (M
4





















. Also, from the equations (2.10)-(2.12) and (2.14)-
(2.15), the Ricci tensor and scalar curvature on (
(3)


















































As noted in section I, the signicance of the second term in the scalar invariant, jjrRjj
2
[(3.4)], for the local geometry of a static Einstein spacetime is derived from the relation
between R
0ijk;0
and the Cotton tensor. This relation is established in the following.
Proposition 1: In a static Einstein spacetime,R
0ijk;0
denes a rank-3 tensor eld on (
(3)
; h),












































































































Now, (3.5) follows from (3.6) and (3.7).
7































, is an obstruction to
the local conformal atness of (
(3)
; h) since a 3-dimensional Riemannian manifold is




= 0 [7]. This proves the part-(2) of
the Main Theorem as stated at the end of section I.
To prove the part-(1) of the Main Theorem, we need to establish a number of partial results
beginning with an explicit form of R
0ijk;0




























































































































Here and in the rest of the paper, we consider a domain of (
(3)
















































df jj is the unit normal on
(2)










































































































Finally, contracting (3.16) by N
k
, we have (3.13). Conversely, if the equation (3.13) holds,
then contracting with N
i




Corollary: For a static Einstein spacetime, R
0ijk;0
= 0 implies that the spacetime is locally
of type D or O.










g for the tangent
space at each point of the spacetime. Using this basis, the matrix of the Weyl curvature








on the 3-dimensional complex vector space of bivectors (
2

) - is given by [10]
[C] =  A+ iB; (3.18)











































, of the real
bivector space, 
2
; the Weyl cuvature tensor, C, induces a symmetric bilinear form (also






























matrix elements of this bilinear form (see [10] for the details).







































































































)g for i = j = 2; 3: (3.25)
The matrix of the Weyl curvature operator can be obtained from the equations (3.18),








































































































































































































Then, from (3.26) and (3.27) we have R
0ijk;0






































































































































































































= 0 : (3.31)
From (3.30)-(3.31), it follows that (trK)
jji
= 0.
We recall that the scalar curvature,
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S is a constant. This completes the proof of the Main Theorem.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We conclude with some remarks on possible generalizations of the Main Theorem.













R, where the Cotton tensor of
(n 1)


























(b) For n > 4, the Cotton tensor of
(n 1)













Thus, part-(1) of the Main Theorem remains true for an n-dimensional static Einstein
spacetime with n > 4, if
(n 1)
 is conformally at. An example of this case is the
Schwarzschild AdS
5
static solution (see Appendix of [11]) to the 5-dimensional Einstein
equations with a cosmological constant.
(c) For a stationary spacetime (M
4
























































, for i; j = 1; 2; 3 and
;  = 0; 1; 2; 3. The 2-tensor, h
ij
, is the metric on the space of integral curves [12] of the




denes a rank-3 tensor on this space. In this
case, the structure of R
0ijk;0
is more complicated although the equation (3.5) holds in the
static limit (! = 0). For the Kerr spacetime [9], one can check that R
0ijk;0
vanishes. In view
of this fact, it may be worthwhile to examine the implications of R
0ijk;0
= 0 for the local
geometry of any stationary spacetime.
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